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September 15. 1994 

Abstract 
A domain decomposition method for steady-state, subsonic fluid dynamics 

calculations is proposed. The method is derived from the Schwarz alternat
ing method used for elliptic problems. Particular emphasis is given on the 
treatment of boundary conditions. Numerical results are shown for a realistic 
three-dimensional two-phase flow problem. 

1 Introduction 
The most popular way to compute steady-state solutions of fluid dynamics problems 
is to march in time with time-steps as large as possible. Boundary conditions are 
kept constant and the process is carried on until all time derivatives have reached 
an acceptable value. Implicit solution methods are often preferred in this context 
since they allow very large time-steps. However, they require the inversion of a 
large linear system at each time-step. The matrices arising from fluid dynamics 
equations discretized with a finite volume method are sparse, but neither definite nor 
symmetric. Tne inversion is performed by an iterative method such as GMRES, Bi-
CGSTAB or CGS. Preconditioning is required to achieve a manageable convergence. 
Since the matrices have no specific properties, finding a good preconditioner is not 
an easy task. Among possible solutions let us mention SSOR and ILU. 

Whatever method one may use, the computation of a steady-state solution is 
still costly, especially for cnmplicated situations such as 3D flow, two-phase flow or 
complex geometries. One promising way to tackle these problems is to resort to 
powerful parallel computers. Domain decomposition methods offer a natural way 
to take advantage of these modern architectures. 

For elliptic or parabolic problems, many efficient algorithms are known (see [5]. 
Yet the hyperbolic case is hardly explored, although a few results exist on related 
problems. For a linear wave equation, a least square method has been developped 
by Glowinsky and Dean [2]. The convection-diffusion equation has been succesfuily 
addressed by Nataf and Rogier [7]. For Navier-Stokes equations with low Reynolds 
number, Rannacher [8] applies a multigrid-based domain decomposition procedure. 

The aim of the present work is to extend some of the techniques used in the 
elliptic case to non-linear hyperbolic problems. Section cne is devoted to a brief 
introduction to Schwarz alternating method. The extension to hyperbolic systems 
is proposed in section two. Section three deals with the application of the method to 
realistic computational fluid dynamics problems. Concluding remarks and further 
developments to come are given in section four. 
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Figure 1: Overlapping Decomposition 

2 Schwarz alternating method 

The method was first introduced by Schvvarz to solve elliptic equations with complex 
geometries. The idea is to split the computational domain ft into overlapping 
subdomains Q\ and ft2 such that fti n ft2 5= 0 and Qi u fl2 = Œ- The algorithm 
reads: 

{ \unJrl =f in fti 

u " + 1 = g on ôft! H 5ft 
u n + l _ vn 0 Q ô f i ] n Q 

J" A v n + 1 = / inft 2 

(P 2 W vn+l =g onf t 2 nôft 
[ vn+l = u n + 1 onôft 2Dft 

The proof of convergence given by Schwarz is quite natural and relies on the max
imum principle. P.-L. Lions gave another proof using successive projections which 
accounts for the robustness of the algorithm. The idea is that the error, concen
trated on the boundary at the begining, is diffused by the subdomain solvers. At 
teach iteration, the error on the boundary is reduced. 

This "multiplicative'' algorithm shows poor convergence properties in practical 
situations, especially when the number of subdomains increases. Thus many im
provements have been proposed to accelerate convergence. The simplest variant, 
called the ''additive'' algorithm, consists in replacing the boundary condition 

vn+l s u n + I on ôft2 n ft 

by 
u n + l = u" on 3ft2 n ft. 

For better convergence with several subdomains, one has to add a global procedure 
to communicate informations to all subdomains. 

3 Schwarz method for hyperbolic equations 

3.1 Boundary conditions 
Since the Schwarz method is efficient and robust for elliptic equations, one would 
like to extend it to hyperbolic equations. 

The first difficulty to be addressed is the impossibility to impose Dirichlet con
ditions on the whole boundary for hyperbolic equations. This fact is well known 
for transport equations: boundary condition can be specified only on the "inflow 
boundary", where the transport field is directed towards the inside of the domain. 
For a system of hyperbolic equations, the theory is rather complicated and not fully 
completed. We will only give a rough idea of the situation and refer the interested 
reader to [3] and the references therein. 
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Figure 2: Decomposition for a transport equation. 

The number of conditions one can fix is determined by the number of incoming 
characteristics. When looking for a steady-state solution, this number remains 
constant provided that the initial state is well chosen. Accordingly, we will not 
study the possible variation of this number in spite of its theoretical importance. 

For a subsonic Sow in a one-dimensional nozzle, this number is two at the inflow 
boundray and one at the outflow boundary. One can for instance force the state at 
the inflow boundary to have a fixed momentum and enthalpy. The outflow condition 
is usually a fixed pressure. If Wo = (po. (p«)o> (pE)o) is a fixed admissible state of 
enthalpy rYoi let G(Wo) denote the set of admissible states verifying: 

pu = (pu)o and H = Ho-

Similarly, we denote by P{UQ) the set of states of fixed pressure 

P = Po-

The boundary condition takes the form: 

WeG(Wo) at inflow 
W€P(W0) at outflow. (l' 

With a Godunov-type scheme, these boundary conditions lead to a natural im
plicit formulation which dramatically improves the convergence of steady-state cal
culations (see [4]). The boundary conditions (1) are therefore both theoretically 
and numerically satisfactory. 

3.2 Algorithm for a transport equation 
If we linearize the hyperbolic equations near a constant state, we obtain a linear 
system which can be decoupled with a change of variables. This leads to a set of 
independent transport equations. After time-discretization it reduces to the linear 
problem: 

(bu) + b0u = /, 

where b is a vector field. 
The algorithm (V\) — (P2) can be adapted for this problem by using proper 

boundary conditions. _ 
The domain can be decomposed whithout overlapping: Q — Q\ u Hi, Q\ C\Qj = 

0. We denote inflow boundaries with superscript in and outflow boundaries with 
superscript out. Note that 3fi*3

n 0 fi = d(l°ut O Q. One can now write algorithm 
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('Pi) — CP2) with boundary conditions imposed only at inflow boundaries: 

r . ( b u n + l ) + M ' , + l = f in Q\ 
u n + l = 9 on dQ\n n «9Q 
un + l = vTi on on*," n ÎÎ 

V.(bvn+l)+bqvn+l = f in Qo 
vn+l = 0 on fiV1 0 ôfi 
vn + l = u"-1-1 on dQ'f n fi 

The proof of convergence of this algorithm has been established by Gastaldi and 
Gastaldi [6] for the continuous as well as the discretized problem. It is now the 
advection rather than the diffusion process that reduces the error at each subdomam 
solve. 

It is however important to note that this algortithm is not fully satisfactory in 
the perspective of a parallel implementation. In fact, if the transport field keeps 
the same direction along the interface between subdomains, the solution in the 
upstream domain does not depend on that in the downstream domain. In this 
case, the exact solution can be found with one solution sweep but whithout any 
parallelism. Therefore, any other decomposition leads to useless computations. 
With non-linear equations this phenomenon can also occur: in a supersonic flow 
calculation for example. But if the Sow remains subsonic, conditions are needed at 
both the inflow and outflow boundaries. In this case, a parallel algorithm can be 
profitable. 

3.3 Algorithm for non-linear systems 
We are now confronted with the non-linearity of the fluid dynamics equations. We 
consider a hyperbolic system 

d,U + dxF(U) = 0. 

An implicit time-discretization gives: 

b0Un+l+dtF(Un+l) = fn (2) 

We can write a domain decomposition method for equation (2) with an equivalent 
of algorithm (P'i)-(P':z)- The boundary conditions are modified according to (1): 

(?"i) 
dtF{Un+l) + b0Un+l 

W n + l 

6 P{Vn) 

infti 
on dQ\n 

on ôflf ' 

3 r i 7 ( V n + 1 ) + 6oV n + 1 = r 
€ Pg" 
€ G(W n + l ) 

in Q 2 

on o n ? " 
on any 

(V"2) 

In fact, one cannot afford to solve the implicit non-linear sub-problems with enough 
accuracy before marching in time. It is preferable to perform the time-marching 
process and the alternating procedure concurrently. A possible choice is to define 
two periods iVt and /V2 for updating boundary conditions at inflow and outflow. 
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The formulation becomes: 

dcF(ir+l) + bnir+[ 

= /" infli 
u n + l SG!.n on dQ\n 

u n + l € P f V n i ) on an?" 
where n : = n mod .\\ 

9 r F(V n + 1 ) + 6oVn^' = /" in flo 
yn+i £ P :

o u ' on an? u < 

y + i € GfW"») on cW,B 

where ni = n mod .V2 

4 Application to two-phase flow problems 
The algorithm iQi) - (Q2) has been applied to three-dimensional two-phase flow 
calculations with the FLICA-4 code for PVVR cores (see [1]). 

The FLICA-4 two-phase flow model yields a non-linear hyperbolic system of 
six equations. The code uses a finite volume scheme based on an approximate Rie-
mann solver. The computational domain is a set ' .5 vertical channels of 40 meshes 
each. The domain is decomposed into an upp' — wei- sub-domain with over
lapping. The boundary conditions are treated .a formulation ( 1), which allows a 
good implicitation. At inflow, the fixed quantities are: phasic concentration, axial 
momentum, transverse speed components, enthalpy. The pressure is imposed at 
outflow. 

Numerical experiments were performed with various overlapping widths and 
values of the periods JVI and N2. The speed of convergence towards a steady-state 
solution is compared to reference computations for single-phase and two-phase flows. 
The tables give the logarithm of the residual on the inferior and superior domains. 
The residual is computed as a mean Li-aotm per volume. All computations were 
performed sequentially on SPARC workstations. 

Reference Decomposition 1 
time inferior superior inferior superior 1 

0.01s 
1.00 a 
2.00 a 
3.00 a 

4.747 
1.196 
0.624 
0.121 

4.859 
2.587 
1.966 
1.561 

4.747 
1.164 
0.635 
0.137 

4.868 
2.682 
2.009 
1.585 

Figure 3: Single-phase flow calculations. 
Mi - 1, Ni = 3, Overlapping width 1. 

The convergence of the decomposition method is reasonably good compared to 
the reference computation. In the perspective of a parallel implementation, this 
means a speed-up factor of almost two. Increasing the overlapping width leads to 
no significative improvement of the convergence while increasing the computational 
time. On the contrary, increasing the updating period JV2 deteriorates the conver
gence but yields to fewer communications between sub-domain». A trade-off has 
thus to L>e found. 

5 Conclusion 
The proposed method shows a good level of paraJlelism with little deterioration of 
the convergence. These promising results have to be confirmed with a real parallel 
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Over. : Reference I 2 1 
•V? ' j 10 o I 

t ime i inf ' sup 1 inf sun inf 1 sup inf 1 sup i 
0.01 s | 
1.00 s j 
2.00 s j 
3.00 s 1 

4.968 
0.459 
-1.332 
-2.372 

5.384 
2.604 
0.675 
-1.203 

4.960 
0.766 
-0.876 
-2.162 

5.385 
3.731 
0.935 
-0.914 

4.754 
1.228 
-0.230 
-1.676 

5.386 
2.336 
1.004 

-0.848 

4.960 
0.763 
-0.866 
-2.234 

5.385 
3.698 
0.935 
-0.879 

Figure 4: Two-phase flow calculations. 
.V, = 1. 

implementation and high number of subdomains. The influence of the periods for 
updating boundary conditions has to be explained in order to improve their tuning. 
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